UN Charter - official copy. Various shots of U.N.
UN. Lake Success, N.Y. 1 December, 1945. Charter-copies in
UN. 35mm dupe neg. 300' official U.N. languages.

UN Charter on desk. Close ups of pages with signatures
of US, UK, France, Argentine, China, USSR, Chile.

Last page of Charter with U.S. State Department seal
and signatures of Edward Stettinius (US.)

Charter on desk and original marble pen set used
at San Francisco. Inscription on marble pen set.

Charter being opened to first page: CHARTER OF U.N.
AND STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE.

Next page: PREAMBLE.

First page of five official languages Charter copies:
in English, French, Chinese, Russian, Spanish.

Pages with preambles in French, Chinese, Russian
and Spanish.